Abstract—Inter-organizational Workflow (IOW) is commonly used to support the collaboration between heterogeneous and distributed business processes of different autonomous organizations in order to achieve a common goal. E-government is considered as an application field of IOW. The coordination of the different organizations is the fundamental problem in IOW and remains the major cause of failure in e-government projects. In this paper, we introduce a new coordination model for IOW that improves the collaboration between government administrations and that respects IOW requirements applied to e-government. For this purpose, we adopt a Multi-Agent approach, which deals more easily with inter-organizational digital government characteristics: distribution, heterogeneity and autonomy. Our model integrates also different technologies to deal with the semantic and technologic interoperability. Moreover, it conserves the existing systems of government administrations by offering a distributed coordination based on interfaces communication. This is especially applied in developing countries, where administrations are not necessary equipped with workflow systems. The use of our coordination techniques allows an easier migration for an e-government solution and with a lower cost. To illustrate the applicability of the proposed model, we present a case study of an identity card creation in Tunisia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to achieve a common goal, many organizations need to cooperate. The process of the cooperative works can be modeled as an inter-organizational workflow [1].

In e-government environment, organizations are presented by government agencies that collaborate to deliver citizens services. The application of IOW on e-government induces specific problems for this domain. A fundamental problem for IOW is the coordination of the different business processes involved in it [2] and it’s also one of the reasons of failure of e-government projects. Based on a study done by [3], 35 percent of e-government projects are total failures, 50 percent are partial failures, and only 15 percent are success. In IOW, there is a conflict requirement: how to coordinate the partners involved in the execution of a service and at the same time respecting their autonomy and privacy. To create an IOW coordination model, different requirements should be respected.

IOW models are generally applied in e-business domain [1]-[9]. The nature of a firm and a local government is different. So they can’t be approached the same way [10]. Rabaiah [10] summarizes the major differences between business and government. In private firm, business interest of the participating firms ensures that all the partners cooperate and coordinate to make workflow successful. But these common interest and goals are not the same ones in government department [11]. He also mentioned that it’s difficult to apply e-business workflows models in e-government so that a new approach is required.

Many efforts are taken to create new models for e-government [11]-[18]. Most of them are based on a centralized architecture. All transactions between government agencies are managed by a middleware that coordinates them. This implies an increase of the transaction time and the communication cost [19]. For this reason, different distributed models are proposed [12], [5]. However, the coordination between organizations is based on workflow systems. The problem of this solution is first independent of the nature of country; in our context (developing countries) many organizations are not equipped with workflows systems, the e-government project will be so costly because the rebuilding of the entails IT infrastructure will be needed.

Besides, many others problems related to e-government exist such as technical interoperability, semantic interoperability and the dynamic environment. Software applications working in e-government environments face two major problems [8]: data heterogeneity and technological interoperability. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in an e-governance domain ensures better reusability, maintainability and flexibility [17]. Web service (WS) technologies can provide interoperability and integrity but at a certain level of heterogeneity and for a limited rigid set of services and it is not the case in e-government. Moreover, Web services lack of automatic service discovery, selection, composition, publication etc [18], [17]. To resolve this problem, Semantic Web (SW) technologies [20] are combined with Web service. SW provides a common framework that enables data integration, sharing and reuse from multiple resources [18]. Combining SW with WS forms a new paradigm called Semantic Web Service (SWS). “A Semantic Web Service (SWS) is the combination of semantic web technology and...
web services. Semantic Web Services (SWS) technology provides an infrastructure in which new services can be added, discovered and composed continually, and the organization processes automatically updated to reflect new forms of cooperation” [17]. However, SWS have insufficient degree of autonomy or dynamic adaptation for situation’s change. ‘Intelligent Agent can contribute to make SWS frameworks more autonomous and dynamic, thus maximizing their perceived usefulness’ [18]. Sine an agent has special properties such as autonomy, reactivity, pro-activity, flexibility and social ability; agents can autonomously discover, compose, invoke and monitor services without human intervention. Besides, agents are able to adapt to changing situations and to handle the dynamism of SWS environments [18]. Far from SWS, Multi agent systems form one of the coordination models applied in IOW. There are communes properties between IOW and MAS such as autonomy, distribution, inter-operability and coordination. IOWs (inter-organizational workflows), for their very nature, seemingly represent some of the most natural applications for agent-based models and technologies [21].

Our work is a part of a government project in Tunisia named S2EG Secure System for E-Government. The aim of the project is to secure inter-organizational interactions in e-government through the developing of secure applications based on reuse and coordination of administrations services using an IOW coordination model.

In this paper, we present a distributed coordination model that:

• Respects the requirement of IOW applied in e-government such as interoperability, flexibility, autonomy, privacy, distribution and workflow preservation

• Is based on the interfacing idea where government entities are not equipped with workflows systems

• Relies on the combination of SWS and Agent.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 identifies the requirements of IOW applied in e-government. Section 3 sets out the challenges e-government domain presents. Section 4 presents the existing IOW models applied in e-government. Section 5 describes our new model. Section 6 is devoted to experimentations and results achieved in a case study of an identity card creation in Tunisia. Finally, section 7 provides conclusions and future work.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL WORKFLOWS APPLIED IN E-GOVERNMENT

Reference [6] and [22] presented five requirements: interoperability, autonomy, flexibility, distribution and technological environment. However [5] emphasizes on flexibility, privacy and workflow preservation requirements. For [1], two requirements are similar to [5] (flexibility and privacy) but he used workflow reuse instead of workflow preservation.

From the literature, autonomy, interoperability, flexibility and distribution requirements are taken into account by the most IOW coordination models. Applied in e-government, we suggest these requirements: autonomy, interoperability, flexibility, distribution, privacy, workflow preservation and security.

III. E-GOVERNMENT CHALLENGES

In e-government environment, Interoperability is a key issue in the development of e-government services [32]. We address two aspects of interoperability: technical interoperability and semantic interoperability.

A. Technical Interoperability

In e-government, Government administrations are heterogeneous entities since they use disparate technological solutions. This heterogeneity creates a barrier for them to communicate and interact effectively [18]. In the case of undeveloped countries, most of them are not equipped with technological solution what’s make the coordination between them a difficult task. To overcome this problem, web service technology is well suited for e-government.

Web Services is considered as an important element for application interoperability and integration [23]. But the major drawbacks of the web services technologies are their inability to allow automatic discovery, composition, and selection of web services [17]. The same problem is presented by [18] and others. To solve this problem, we use semantic technologies.

B. Semantic Interoperability

In e-government, date heterogeneity (and the semantic interoperability arising from such heterogeneity) is serious problem and remains a key issue as different naming conventions are used to represent data labels. This creates a barrier for inter-organizational services between public agencies of different domains outside that boundary [24]. Semantic Web is defined by [20] as “An extension of the current one (web), in which information is given well defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation”. Currently, research is under way exploring the potentials of semantic technologies for e-government (see e.g. EU projects such as SemanticGov, TerreGov, OntoGov, and SmartGov).

The combination between Web services and Semantic web technology forms a new paradigm called Semantic Web Service (SWS) [25]. Nowadays, several approaches are presented by W3C such as OWL-S, WSMO, SWSF WSDL-S and SAWSDL. Some of these approaches (WSDLs and SAWSDL) add attributes extension to WSDL and XMLshema in order to support the semantic description of WSDL components. Others propose ontology for semantically describing all relevant aspects of WS [18]. New frameworks have been created to bring together the major functionalities of SWS such as WSMX [26] and the Internet reasoning service (IRS) project, a SWS framework that allows applications to describe and execute WS semantically [27]. These frameworks offer a high degree of interoperability however they do not possess enough degree of autonomy or the ability to adapt automatically to changing situations. Intelligent agents can make those frameworks more autonomous and
dynamic [18].

C. The Dynamism of E-government Environment

By using SWS, Technological and semantic interoperability problems are resolved. However we remain facing another problem: the dynamism of e-government environments. Explained by [18], new information and services can be made available at any time, whereas existing ones may disappear. Intelligent Agent has been a key technology as computing systems become evermore distributed, inter-connected and open [28]. In current web environments, the ability of agents to autonomously understand, to cooperate, coordinate, and negotiate with others, and to respond flexibly and intelligently to dynamic and unpredictable situations will lead to more negotiation with others, and to respond flexibly and intelligently to autonomously understand, to cooperate, coordinate, and negotiate with others, and to respond flexibly and intelligently to dynamic and unpredictable situations will lead to more

IV. RELATED WORKS

A. IOW

A Workflow is concerned with the automation of procedures where documents, in-formation or tasks are passed between participants according to a defined set of rules to achieve, or contribute to, an overall business goal [32]. With the rise of virtual organizations, electronic commerce and international companies, business process involve more than one organization so the notion of inter-organizational workflow appears.

Inter-organizational workflow is defined by [31] as the cooperation of distributed and heterogeneous business processes running in different enterprises/organizations. In [5], virtual organization is a set of partners (real organizations) distributed in time and in space sharing resources and competencies (similar or dissimilar) and cooperating to reach some shared objectives using information technologies. A fundamental problem for IOW is the coordination of the different business processes involved in it. By coordination, we mean all the work needed to put all these processes together in order to provide the global common goal in an efficient manner [2].

E-government is one of the IOW application fields. Government entities cannot work independently but need to cooperate in order to offer citizens services. Many models are presented in the literatures that deal with IOW but these models cannot be applied in e-government for different reasons: (1) the poor coordination between government organizations caused by the nature of government environment compared to private sector (enterprise). Explained by [11]. In government sector, hierarchical processes, autonomy of different participants, no common shared standard of performance, no shared benefits, absence of contract, etc, causes the Inter-organizational process to fail resulting in the failure of the eGovernment application. (2) The differences existing in the following criterion: aim, driver, processes Client’s relationship, Operation and Emphasis. A table is presented by [10], comparing e-government to e-

business basing on the mentioned criterion. He also adds that a new approach for e-government is needed. (3) Legal restrictions in data access and the cooperation of authorities in non-hierarchical networks require a different approach for e-government [13].

B. Agent-based IOW Applied in E-government

Different IOW models applied to e-government are proposed such as [11] and [13]. Punia [11] presents a number of approaches to model e-government inter-organizational process and creates a new model called “public private process model”. The interaction between two or more organizations is established through a third party intermediary witch coordinates, manages and controls the Inter-organizational processes. Each organization is responsible for its own private internal processes and third party intermediary is the owner and responsible for common public processes. This idea is similar to the existing IOW models applied in e-business such as Process View [4] and view based approach [5]. The model presented by Punia [11] is centralized compared to the distributed model of Chebbi [5] where each organization has its own public processes. The model of [11] is a feasible solution that respects the characteristics of government administrations such as autonomy and independence. However, it’s difficult to derive a public process from a private one and it doesn’t respect the distribution requirement of IOW. Reference [13] designs a distributed workflow system for e-government explaining the need for a new model by “Legal restrictions in data access as well as the cooperation of authorities in non-hierarchical networks, however, require a different approach to this subject”. Moreover he adds that government workflows are different from e-business workflows due to its institutional-links. The new approach is based on the Workflow Reference Model defined by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) (Hollingsworth, 95). Each public authority has its workflow and the interaction between them is specified by the WFMC. The power of this solution is to adopting a distributed system “Distributed execution of workflows represents an important step towards efficient realization of cross-institutional decision making processes” [13]. However this model imposes that each public administration has its workflow system, which is not the case of all developing countries’ administrations.

Other models are based on agent technology. The choice of this technology is explained by several reasons; First, MAS have similarities with IOW such as autonomy, distribution and flexibility. Second, Agent approach offers natural abstractions, languages (KQML, FIPA-ACL) and protocols (FIPA-request, FIPA-contractnet, etc.) to design and model IOW. Therefore, different approaches adopt this technology such as [12] who presented a hybrid intermediation portal. The pro-posed operational and technical architecture define the combination of a workflow engine and a software agent platform for the appropriate management of inter-organizational workflow processes. It exploits and combines the advantages of strict centralized topologies with totally distributed systems that use agent technologies. The model proposed is based on the
Workflow Management System (WFMS) [29]. So, a workflow system has to be presented in each administration to make the coordination between them.

C. Agents and SWS Based IOW Applied in E-government

Different research projects have explored how to support the coordination of e-government administration using agent technology. Some of them mentioned that their solutions are lacking semantic interoperability and it will be added as a future work by using ontologies “The usage of a general ontology for describing inter-organizational workflows would be a good step for reducing organizational costs, as the employment of specialists who understand and can describe the business models for each case will no longer be necessary” [12]. There are e-government projects were the semantic technologies are involved (OntoGOV, Smart-Gov, SemanticGOV, etc.). These projects have demonstrated the feasibility of semantic technologies in e-government, but they did not explore the possibility of using a Semantic Web Services infrastructure for the interoperability and integration of different public administration services [16]. Web Service (WS) pro-vides a set of standards SOAP, WSDL and UDDI to deal with technical heterogeneity. Using web service, we can reduce the cost and time of integrating applications and integrating distributed information [15]. However Web Service descriptions are usually syntactic instead of semantic content, which leads to necessity of much man-intervention when to decide whether it offers the desired functionality [15]. The efficiency of WS can be attained if it’s combined with Semantic Web Technology. By combining the two technologies, we obtain a new standard The Semantic Web Services (SWS). Moreover, new researches in e-government show the necessity not only to combine web service with Semantic web using SWS but also adding agent technology [14]-[18]. In fact, SWS have insufficient degree of autonomy or dynamic adaptation for environment’s change. Intelligent Agents (IA) [28] are the software entities best suited to deal with SWS [18]. References [14]-[16], [18] presented different architectures but common divisions: we find that there is three layers/ divisions (The user one, the middleware and the web service layer). This make of them centralized architectures based on a middleware. In fact, coordination between the different government ad-ministrations is established throw the middleware. For example, in the work of [14], he presented an architecture that augments web services with multi-agent technology and uses OWL-S (Web Ontology Language for Services) for semantic description. Moreover, he identified reasons behind slow adoption of semantic web services and proposed a solution based on simplicity by extending WSDL to represent semantic information. The architecture proposed by [14] is based on the Ser-vice Oriented Architecture. The architecture is divided on three layers: user layer, agent layer presenting the middleware and service layer.

D. Recapitulation and Discussion

Differences between e-business and e-government also problems specifics to e-government such as the dynamism of

the environment and the technical and semantic interoperability led the researchers to create new models for e-government. These models differ according to the used technologies and in which point they respect the requirements of the WIO applied to the e-government. Indeed, the similarity between the SMA and the WIO and the capacity of an agent to adapt with an autonomous and dynamic way to the changes of the environment allowed to create agent based models. However these models lack semantic interoperability. So, new projects are developed to explore semantic technologies feasibility.

To facilitate applications integration and distributed information and to manage technique interoperability, web service technology was used by several projects. However, Web Service technology misses semantic description of the Web services. This requires a human intervention. The combination of Web service with semantic Web has created a new standard Semantic Web Service which allows exploiting the benefits of every technology.

So there are several works which combine Semantic Web Service and agent technology. This what allows on one hand to manage the technical and semantic interoperability and on the other hand it allows a dynamic and autonomous adaptation to the changes of the environment.

However, these works is that they do not include all these necessary elements to create a good coordination in the WIO applied to the e-government:

Distribution to reduce the transaction time and the communication cost.

Communication based on the interfaces to respect the autonomy and protect the private life of the governmental administrations and also to reduce the cost of the construction of a whole infrastructure or to replace the existing one.

For that purpose, we propose a new model of WIO applied to the e-government. Then we apply our model to a case study which is the creation of the electronic identity card in Tunisia.

V. THE PROPOSED IOW MODEL FOR E-GOVERNMENT

In this section, we introduce our semantic agent based IOW model. First we present the necessity of applying IOW on e-government respecting different exigencies and how to move from the common centralized architecture based on middleware to a distributed architecture. Then, we describe our model.

The model that we present is based on the application of IOW in e-government. It profits from the combination of the two technologies SWS and Intelligent agent. An agent represents a government administration interface. So, the coordination between government administrations is established throw agents coordination.

A. From a Middleware to a Distributed IOW

E-government projects are costly ones. To reduce this cost especially in developing countries, government administrations are perceived as autonomous entities. There is no real need to replace incompatibles systems [10]. This idea is based on the generic distributed model presented in [10]
(See Fig. 1). Our model is concerned with only inputs and outputs of each government entities systems. It is not concerned with the detailed workflow or processes within each government entity but instead is concerned with the “interfacing” among objects (local governments). This makes the whole system platform modeling simpler, cheaper and easier to implement [10]. Moreover, the model suits developing countries where the most of government administrations are not equipped with a workflow system.

As presented in the previous section, government architectures that used SWS and agent technologies in e-government are centralized ones based on middleware. We profit from the power of the combination of these technologies but with a distributed solution. The distributed solution compared to a centralized one reduces transaction time and communication cost [19].

Each government entity has an interface that allows it to coordinate with others entities. The coordination between entities, in order to provide a service demanded by a citizen, is based on the interaction between the interfaces. We define an interface by a number of agents. One of them is responsible of the communication with others agents in others entities. A detailed description of the model and its components is presented in the next section.

B. Description of the Model

From the study of the requirements of IOW applied in e-government, we found that the model has to respect these requirements: Interoperability, flexibility, autonomy, distribution, workflow preservation, security and privacy. In the following we show how these requirements are respected by our model. First, SWS provide a high degree of interoperability between government administration systems. Second, the use of agent technology provides natural abstractions to deal with autonomy, distribution, and flexibility which are inherent to IOW. Third, the use of the interfacing technique where each government administration has an interface that it is responsible for the communication with each other can protect their private information. Finally, if some public administrations are equipped with workflow system, the proposed model preserves their workflow systems.

Our model (See Fig. 2) is composed from different services providers responsible for the execution of a service requested by the user and a knowledge base (Semantic Web Services Ontology). Each service provider is a government administration witch is composed of two parts: Interface and Web Service.

• Interface: a set of Intelligent Agents that constitute a Multi-Agent System (MAS)

The MAS in each government administration (public administration) is composed of two types of agents: (1) Public Administration Agent (PAA) and (2) Service Agent (SA).

1) Public Administration Agent (PAA): it presents the administration and has the role of ensuring the communication with other administrations. It has also the role of service discovering using ontology.

To fulfill its assigned task successfully, PAA has access to the Semantic Web Services Ontology. This one contains the semantically enhanced description of WS.

2) Service Agent (SA): It’s responsible for interfacing between a WS and the agents. It has the role of invocation of the correspondent web service.

• Web services (WS) representing services offered by the government administration. Public administrations are service providers that develop and modify their services. In general, it is the service providers who are responsible for implementing the services they aim to offer.

Detailed Description

To describe the functionalities of the model, we used a general case where the execution of a demanded service by a citizen needs the coordination of just two Public Administrations: Public Administration 1 (PA1) and Public Administration 2 (PA2). We also suppose that each public
administration provides only two web services (See Fig. 3). We mention that the model is not concerned by the user interface.

The first PA (PA1) responsible for the execution of the service is acting as below:

PA1 discovers the service in the ontology. Two scenarios can occur:

- **Scenario 1:** The agent PA1 founds the service; it will be executed by the administration. PA1 sends the service to the corresponded SA responsible for the invocation of the service.

- **Scenario 2:** The agent PA1 can’t found the service in the ontology. This implies that no single, atomic service exists. So, it is a composed service that needs a composition stage.

After composition of the service, PA1 searches the sub-services in the ontology. Then, the system sequentially executes them and collects the results in this manner: (We suppose that the sub-services founded are (S11 and S22))

1) PA1 sends the sub-service (S11) concerned with the administration 1 to the SA responsible for its execution (SA11). The SA11 invokes its corresponded Web service (WS11) and returns the result to the PA1.

2) PA1 sends the rest of the sub-services (S22) to others administrations (PA2) concerned with their execution. In the example, PA1 sends the requested sub-service to PA2. This one repeated the discovering service stage. It found the sub-service S22 in the ontology and sends it to the correspondent Service Agent SA22. Finally, SA22 invokes its corresponded WS22.

In a more complex example, the sub-service sent to PA2 can be a composite one. In this case, the execution of the service requires the interaction with others PAs as shown in Fig. 3.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3 IOW coordination model Example**

**VI. CASE STUDY AND FIRST EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The case study we used concerns the process of creating an electronic identity card in Tunisia. It’s a part of a Tunisian government project S2EG (Secure System for E-Government). The aim of the project is to develop a secure government architecture that includes authentication, certification, access control, privacy and development of secure applications based on application reuse and coordination of administrations services by the use of an IOW coordination model (this is the part of our work).

The process of creating an electronic identity card is an inter-organizational process involving four government administrations: Municipality, Police Station, Court and Work (or school). We mention that the demand of the electronic card service including the interaction between the citizen and the system is not our concern.

To create an identity card, the citizen has to offer different documents to the police station: Birth certificate from the municipality, address certificate from police station, nationality certificate from court, working certificate from the work if he is a worker or presence certificate from the school if he is a student.

For this purpose, we develop five services. Each of them represents government administration:

- Birth certificate Service for municipality
- Address certificate Service for police station
- Nationality certificate Service for court
- Working certificate Service for work (if the citizen is a worker) or presence certificate for school (if the citizen is a student)
- Blood group service for health ministry

We represent government administrations involved in this process by a set of agents. Each agent (Public administration Agent) represents the interface of communication with other administration. So, we develop the interaction of inter-organizational agents.

To create an identity card (see Fig. 3), the ministry agent (after receiving the demand of the identity card creation from the citizen) sends requests including the identifier of the citizen to the different PAAAs of the public administrations concerned with the process: municipality, police station, court, work or school and health ministry. Since we have just one service for each public administration, we assign the role of the SA to the PAA. In fact, the PAA of each public Administration invokes the corresponded Web service. Then, each PAA sends the result (object) to the ministry agent. After receiving all the objects (birth object, Address object, Nationality object, working object and Blood group object), the ministry agent creates the identity card.
enhanced the coordination between these administrations with respecting their autonomy, privacy, distribution and flexibility. For this purpose, Multi-Agent approach was adopted to deal more easily with e-government IO characteristics. As a key issue in the development of current e-government services, interoperability was taken into account as technical and semantic issue. The Web Services (WS) and Semantic Web Services (SWS) were technological solutions adopted for interoperability. In fact, the model has the potential benefit of the use of main ingredients: ontology, WS and IA technologies.

Government projects are costly ones especially applied in developing countries where government entities are not equipped with workflow systems. The use of our approach can facilitate the migration for an e-government solution with lower cost (cost of rebuilding entail government administrations IT infrastructure).

The presented case study is a simple one. It doesn’t take care of all the model’s functionalities. First and for the same case study, we emphasize to add semantic descriptions to services and create the semantic Web Services ontology using OWL-S. Second, we publish these services through the created ontology. Then we develop service discovering by agents and services composition when an administration agent discovers a composite service. This case is presented in another case study more complex (Fig. 3).

Finally, our model can deal with the constraints of the dynamic environment in which the inter-organizational collaborations evolve in e-government. This is not shown in the presented case study what takes us to highlight the role of the agents to adapt itself further to a change of environment.
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